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My first ”PHYSTAT” – Durham 2002 

• Both relevant and correct,  …just  not at the same 
time 

• Nevertheless comments were encouraging! 



• Hopefully relevant and correct, but likely not at the same time

Carl Larsson

Mitigating Experimenter’s Bias

4

Bias is an error in decision making:
• it usually functions as a cognitive 

shortcut (“I’ve seen this before”)
• affects the criteria we use to 

evaluate experimental results
• is largest when stakes are higher

Dunning-Kruger Effect
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STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 

Physicists and statisticians 
get technical in Durham 

Particle physicists and statisticians got together in Durham, UK, last March 
to discuss statistical techniques of relevance to particle and astroparticle 

physics analysis. Conference initiator Louis Lyons reports. 

Almost 100 physicists and two professional statisticians gathered at 
Durham's IPPP in March to discuss statistical techniques in particle physics. 

Durham University's Insti-
tute for Particle Physics 
Phenomenology ( IPPP) 
hosted a conference on 
advanced statistical tech-
niques in particle physics 
on 18-22 March this 
year. Building on the suc-
cess of workshops held 
at CERN and Fermilab in 
early 2000 covering the 
extraction of limits from 
the non-observat ion of 
sought-for signals, the 
meeting covered a wider 
range of statistical issues 
relevant to analysing data 
and extracting results in 
particle physics. Astroparticle physics was also included, since many 
of the analysis problems encountered in this emerging field are sim-
ilar to those in traditional accelerator experiments. 

The IPPP provided an excellent venue for both formal sessions 
and animated informal discussions, and the only complaint seemed 
to be that no time was set aside for the participants to visit Durham's 
impressive cathedral. Almost 100 physicists attended the confer-
ence, joined by two professional statisticians whose presence was 
invaluable, both in terms of the talks that they gave, and for their 
incisive comments and advice. 

The meeting began with a morning of introductory lectures by Fred 
James of CERN. Although these lectures were aimed primarily at 
those who felt the need to be reminded of some statistical principles 
before the conference proper began, they were attended and 
enjoyed by most of the participants. James emphasized the five sep-
arate statistical activities employed by physicists analysing data: 
estimating the best value of a parameter; interval est imation; 
hypothesis testing; goodness of fit; and decision-making. He 
stressed the importance of knowing which of these activities one is 
engaged in at any given time. 

James also discussed the two different philosophies of statistics -

Bayesianism and fre-
quent ism. Bayesians are 
prepared to ascribe a 
probability distribution to 
the different possible val-
ues of a physical para-
meter, such as the mass 
of the muon neutrino. To 
a frequentist this is 
anathema, since the 
mass presumably has a 
particular value, even if 
not much is currently 
known about it. The fre-
quentist would therefore 
argue that it is meaning-
less to talk about the 
probability that it lies in 

a specified range. Instead, a frequentist would be prepared to use 
probabilities only for obtaining different experimental results, for any 
particular value of the parameter of interest. The frequentist restricts 
himself to the probability of data, given the value of the parameter, 
while the Bayesian also discusses the probability of parameter val-
ues, given the data. Arguments about the relative merits of the two 
approaches tend to be vigorous. 

Michael Goldstein, a statistician from Durham, delivered the first 
talk of the main conference. On the last day, he also gave his impres-
sions of the meeting. He is a Bayesian, and described particle 
physics as the last bastion of out-and-out frequentism. 

Durham is one of the world's major centres for the study of parton 
distributions (describing the way that the momentum of a fast-
moving nucleon is shared among its various constituents). Because 
of this, special attention was given to the statistical problems 
involved in analysing data to extract these distributions, and to the 
errors to be assigned to the results. There were talks by Robert 
Thorne, a phenomenologist from Cambridge, and Mandy Cooper-
Sarkar, an Oxford experimentalist working on DESY's ZEUS experi-
ment. This was followed by a full-day parallel session in which the 
parton experts continued their detailed discussions. Finally there > 
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L. Lyons, reporting on the Durham meeting
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From Louis’ intro talk on Wednesday

P(A|B) ≠ P(B|A)
Remind Lab or University media contact person that: 

Prob[data, given H0] is very small 
does not imply that 

Prob[H0, given data] is also very small.

e.g.  Prob{data | speed of ν ≤ c}= very small
does not imply 

Prob{speed of ν≤c | data} = very small
or     Prob{speed of ν>c | data} ~ 1

Everyday situation:  
p(eat bread|murderer)  ~ 99%
p(murderer|eat bread) ~ 10-6

13
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Reminder:

K. Mora



Direct Detection: sensitivity drivers

5

Direct detection requires detector with: large target + low threshold + 
low background

• Our primary product sets us up for misinterpretation 
• 90% of people seeing our talks assume that models above the lines are 

excluded



Direct Detection: sensitivity drivers

5

Direct detection requires detector with: large target + low threshold + 
low background

• Our primary product sets us up for misinterpretation 
• 90% of people seeing our talks assume that models above the lines are 

excluded

Why do we make these plots?



• To say something about particle physics and 
guide what we do next

The idealized case

Including direct detection likelihoods in global $ts
Felix Kahlhoefer    |    31 July 2019

2

Where are the WIMPs?

So far we have not observed any 
conclusive evidence for WIMPs in direct, 
indirect or collider experiments

F. Kahlhoefer



• To say something about particle physics and 
guide what we do next

The idealized case

• We need an appropriate statistical treatment to 
do this properly - P(A|B) is not P(B|A)

Including direct detection likelihoods in global $ts
Felix Kahlhoefer    |    31 July 2019

15

Scalar Higgs portals

● Higgs portal coupling is dimensionless  model → fully renormalisable

● Scalar Higgs portal models remain valid and perturbative up to the Planck scale (at 
least in some regions of parameter space)

● The scalar DM particle prevents the 
Higgs self-coupling from running to 
negative values and thus stabilises 
the electroweak vacuum

● Small remaining parameter region 
where scalar singlets can be all of 
DM, evade all experimental 
constraints and stabilise the 
vacuum

F. Kahlhoefer



Full set of coherent contributions
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• To say something about particle physics and 
guide what we do next

The idealized case

• We need to appropriately account for stuff going 
on in the background of our standard plot

M. Hoferichter



• To say something about particle physics and 
guide what we do next

The idealized case

• We need to appropriately account for stuff going 
on in the background of our standard plot

C. McCabe

Modest changes for nuclear recoils
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• We need to be able to compare experiments 

• Particularly important in the absence of discovery 

• Competition is fierce 

• Funding is limited 

• Professional prestige/success on the line

The realist case

My experiment is better than yours!



Direct Detection status: LXe 

7

Liquid Xenon 
time projection 
chambers

• In N (1-2?, 20) years, no one will care 
• But at the time, we care desperately



Statistical treatments
• Experiments are “fixed” - once it is built, there are 

limited opportunities for upgrading 

• Statistical methods can provide a way to get every last 
piece of information out of the data 

• This is a good thing! 

• And in some cases, being smarter can let you win 

• But statistically speaking, you’re only smarter until you 
publish, at which point everyone copies you



xenon10 2005-2007

“However, the uncertainty of the estimated number of leakage events for each 
energy bin in the analysis of the WIMP search data is currently limited by 
available calibration statistics. Based on the analysis of multiple scatter events, 
no neutron induced recoil event is expected in the single scatter WIMP-search 
data set. To set conservative limits on WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross 
section, we consider all ten observed events, with no background subtraction. “

Region Of Interest

7

PHYSTAT-DM 2019, Stockholm                     Hagar Landsman



Region Of Interest

Binned extended PLR

UnBinned extended PLR

the evolution of limits setting

9

PHYSTAT-DM 2019, Stockholm                     Hagar Landsman

Introducing: 
1. Larger “region of interest”
2. Background model
3. Profile Likelihood to account for modelling uncertainties
4. Bins to account for limited calibration info
5. Asymptotic inference

11.7 days analysis limit improved by �u ~2



• Experiments are “fixed” - once it is built, there are 
limited opportunities for upgrading 

• Statistical methods can provide a way to get every last 
piece of information out of the data 

• This is a good thing! 

• And in some cases, being smarter can let you win 

• But statistically speaking, you’re only smarter until you 
publish, at which point everyone copies you

Statistical treatments



Statistical treatments - the dangers
• Lots of choices to make (NB: not just statistical) 

• Some case studiesWhat have some recent experiments done*

● LUX: 2017 combined WS2013+WS2014–16 limit, PLR with CLs+b, 
two-sided (not stated in paper), power constrained at -1σ level, 
nuisance parameters as gaussian constraints [arxiv/1608.07648]

● PandaX-II: 2017 54 tonne.day limit, PLR with standard TS (not clear if 
one/two-sided), considered power constraint but not applied as close to -1
σ, gaussian nuisance params [arxiv.org/1708.06917]

● XENON1T: 2019 1 tonne.year limit, + signal-like “safeguard” term, report 
only upper limit if < 3σ, discovery, blinding+salting [arxiv.org/1902.11297]

● DEAP-3600: 2019 231-day exposure limit, 90% CL upper limit using 
Highland-Cousins method [arxiv.org/1902.04048]

● CRESST-III: 2019 limit, used Yellin optimum interval algorithm, no 
background subtraction [arxiv.org/1904.00498]

28* my understanding based on writeups



• Lots of choices to make (NB: not just statistical) 

• Some case studies

Statistical treatments - the dangers

What have some recent experiments done*

● SuperCDMS: sensitivity projection using an optimum interval calculation  
[arxiv.org/1610.00006]

● DarkSide-20k: sensitivity projections, not clear what was used 
[arxiv.org/1707.08145]

● XENONnT: sensitivity projections, PLR with one-sided TS, CLs, 
gaussian nuisance params [arxiv.org/1512.07501]

● LZ: sensitivity projections, PLR with one-sided TS, CLs+b, power 
constraint at -1σ, gaussian nuisance params [arxiv.org/1802.06039]

● Plus others that I’ve probably missed...

29* my understanding based on writeups



• Lots of choices to make (NB: not just statistical) 

• Some case studies

Statistical treatments - the dangers



A note on spin-dependent scattering
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Convention for SD scattering goes back at least to Engel, Pittel, Vogel 1992

↪→ axial-vector–axial-vector current χ̄γµγ5χ q̄γµγ5q (motivated by SUSY)

In QCD

⟨N(p′)|q̄γµγ5τ
3q|N(p)⟩ = ⟨N(p′)|γµ

γ5GA(q
2)τ 3 + γ5

qµ

2mN

GP (q
2)τ 3|N(p)⟩

GA(0) = gA GA(q
2) −

q2

4m2
N

GP (q
2) = O(M2

π)

Induced pseudoscalar GP(q
2) neglected in v1, “improving” the LUX limits

↪→ need to use consistent conventions for meaningful comparison!
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Case 1: Panda X SD



Case 2: LUX, Run 3 + 4 6
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FIG. 3. Upper limits on the spin-independent elastic WIMP-
nucleon cross section at 90% C.L. Observed limit in black,
with the 1- and 2-� ranges of background-only trials shaded
green and yellow. Also shown are limits from the first LUX
analysis [6] (gray), SuperCDMS [40] (green), CDMSlite [41]
(light blue), XENON100 [42] (red), DarkSide-50 [43] (orange),
and PandaX [44] (purple). The expected spectrum of coherent
neutrino-nucleus scattering by 8B solar neutrinos can be fit
by a WIMP model as in [45], plotted here as a black dot.

the ongoing 300-day LUX search and the future LUX-
ZEPLIN [46] experiment.
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ulated with LUXSim. The high-energy spectral agree-
ment between data and simulation based on � screening
is generally good [20, 28]; however, we observe an excess
of ER events with 500–1500 keV energy concentrated in
the lowest 10 cm of the active region. Its precise ori-
gin is unknown but the spectrum can be reproduced by
simulating additional, heavily downscattered 238U chain,
232Th chain, and 60Co � rays in the center of a large
copper block below the PMTs. This implies an extra 105
low-energy Compton-scatter events, included in the back-
ground model. The �-ray population is subdivided into
two spatial distributions with floating normalization: one
generated by the bottom PMT array, its support struc-
ture, and the bottom �-ray shield; and one from the rest
of the detector.

A final source of background, newly modeled here, is
the tail in reconstructed r of events on the PTFE side-
walls. The S1-S2 distribution of background events on
the walls di↵ers from that in the liquid bulk. Charge
collection is incomplete, so the ER population extends
to lower values of S2. There are, in addition, true nu-
clear recoils from the daughter 206Pb nuclei of ↵ decay
by 210Po plated on the wall. The leakage of wall events
towards smaller r depends strongly, via position reso-
lution, on S2 size. The wall population in the fiducial
volume thus appears close to the S2 threshold, largely
below the signal population in S2 at given S1. It is mod-
eled empirically using high-r and low-S2 sidebands in the
search data [33].

Systematic uncertainties in background rates are
treated via nuisance parameters in the likelihood: their
constraints are listed with other fit parameters in Table I.
S1, S2, z, and r are each useful discriminants against
backgrounds and cross sections are tested via the likeli-
hood of the search events in these four observables.

Search data were acquired between April 24th and
September 1st, 2013. Two classes of cuts based on pre-
vailing detector conditions assure well-measured events in
both low-energy calibration and WIMP-search samples.
Firstly, data taken during excursions in macroscopic de-
tector properties, such as xenon circulation outages or
instability of applied high voltage, are removed, consti-
tuting 0.8% of gross live time. Secondly, an upper thresh-
old is imposed on summed pulse area during the event
window but outside S1 and S2. It removes triggers dur-
ing the aftermath of photoionization and delayed electron
emission following large S2s. The threshold is set for
>99% tritium acceptance and removes 1% of gross live
time [34]. We report on 95.0 live days. Figure 2 shows
the measured light and charge of the 591 surviving events
in the fiducial volume.

A double-sided, profile-likelihood-ratio (PLR) statis-
tic [35] is employed to test signal hypotheses. For each
WIMP mass we scan over cross section to construct a
90% confidence interval, with test statistic distributions
evaluated by MC using the RooStats package [36]. At
all masses, the maximum-likelihood value of �n is found
to be zero. The background-only model gives a good fit
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FIG. 2. Observed events in the 2013 LUX exposure of 95 live
days and 145 kg fiducial mass. Points at <18 cm radius are
black; those at 18–20 cm are gray. Distributions of uniform-
in-energy electron recoils (blue) and an example 50 GeV c�2

WIMP signal (red) are indicated by 50th (solid), 10th, and
90th (dashed) percentiles of S2 at given S1. Gray lines, with
ER scale of keVee at top and Lindhard-model NR scale of
keVnr at bottom, are contours of the linear combined S1-
and-S2 energy estimator [19].

to the data, with KS test p values of 0.05, 0.07, 0.34, and
0.64 for the projected distributions in S1, S2, r, and z
respectively. Upper limits on cross section for WIMP
masses from 4 to 1000 GeV c�2 are shown in Fig. 3;
above, the limit increases in proportion to mass until
&108 GeV c�2, 106 zb, where the Earth begins to attenu-
ate the WIMP flux. The raw PLR result lies between one
and two Gaussian � below the expected limit from back-
ground trials. We apply a power constraint [37] at the
median so as not to exclude cross sections for which sensi-
tivity is low through chance background fluctuation. We
include systematic uncertainties in the nuclear recoil re-
sponse in the PLR, which has a modest e↵ect on the limit
with respect to assuming the best-fit model exactly: less
than 20% at all masses. Limits calculated with the alter-
nate, Bezrukov parametrization would be 0.48, 1.02, and
1.05 times the reported ones at 4, 33, and 1000 GeV c�2,
respectively. Uncertainties in the assumed dark matter
halo are beyond the scope of this Letter but are reviewed
in, e.g., [38]. Limits on spin-dependent cross sections are
presented elsewhere [39].

In conclusion, reanalysis of the 2013 LUX data has ex-
cluded new WIMP parameter space. The added fiducial
mass and live time, and better resolution of light and
charge yield a 23% improvement in sensitivity at high
WIMP masses over the first LUX result. The reduced,
1.1 keV cuto↵ in the signal model improves sensitivity
by 2% at high masses but is the dominant e↵ect be-
low 20 GeV c�2, and the range 5.2 to 3.3 GeV c�2 is
newly demonstrated to be detectable in xenon. These
techniques further enhance the prospects for discovery in

LUX Run 3 Re-analysis 
2015



Case 2: LUX, Run 3 + 4 6

accidental coincidences, facc, is taken to be separable,
that is, facc(S1, log10S2) = f1(S1) ⇥ f2(log10 S2). The
individual di↵erential rates of isolated S1 pulses (f1) and
isolated S2 pulses (f2) are measured from WIMP-search
data. Because of their uncorrelated nature, these events
are modeled as uniform in {xS2, yS2, zS2}.

A protocol for blinding the data to potential NR
WIMP signatures, to reduce analysis bias, began on De-
cember 8th, 2014 and was carried through the end of
the exposure. Artificial WIMP-like events (“salt”) were
manufactured from sequestered 3H calibration data and
introduced into the data at an early stage in the data
pipeline, uniform in time and position within the fiducial
volume. Individual S1 and S2 waveforms from this data
set were paired to form events consistent with a nuclear
recoil S2 vs S1 distribution. Some S2-only salt events
were added as well. The nuclear recoil energy distribu-
tion of these events had both an exponential (WIMP-
like) and flat component. The four parameters describing
these distributions (the exponential slope, the flat popu-
lation’s end point, the total rate, and the relative ratio of
exponential vs. flat rates) were chosen at random within
loose constraints and were unknown to the data analyz-
ers. The salt event trigger times were sequestered by an
individual outside the LUX collaboration until formally
requested for unblinding, after defining the data selection
criteria, e�ciencies, and PLR models.

Following the removal of salt events, two populations
of pathological S1+S2 accidental coincidence events were
identified in which the S1 pulse topologies were anoma-
lous. In the first of these rare topologies, ⇠80% of the
collected S1 light is confined to a single PMT, located in
the edge of the top PMT array. This light distribution
is inconsistent with S1 light produced in the liquid, but
is consistent with light produced outside the field cage
and leaking into the TPC. A loose cut on the maximum
single PMT waveform area as a fraction of the total S1
waveform area is tuned on ER and NR calibrations to
have >99% flat signal acceptance. The second popula-
tion of anomalous events also features a highly clustered
S1 response in the top array, as well as a longer S1 pulse
shape than typical of liquid interactions; these pulses are
consistent with scintillation from energy deposited in the
gaseous xenon. A loose cut on the fraction of detected
S1 light occurring in the first 120 ns of the pulse is simi-
larly tuned on ER and NR calibration data to have >99%
signal acceptance across all energies. These two cuts, de-
veloped and applied after unblinding, feature very high
signal acceptance, are tuned solely on calibration data,
and only eliminate events that clearly do not arise from
interactions in the liquid.

The result presented here includes the application of
these two postunblinding cuts, and additionally includes
31.82 live days of nonblinded data, collected at the be-
ginning of the WS2014–16 exposure before the start of
the blinding protocol.

WIMP signal hypotheses are tested with a PLR statis-
tic as in [9], scanning over spin-independent WIMP-
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FIG. 3. Upper limits on the spin-independent elastic WIMP-
nucleon cross section at 90% C.L. The solid gray curves show
the exclusion curves from LUX WS2013 (95 live days) [9] and
LUX WS2014–16 (332 live days, this work). These two data
sets are combined to give the full LUX exclusion curve in
solid black (“LUX WS2013+WS2014–16”). The 1– and 2–�
ranges of background-only trials for this combined result are
shown in green and yellow, respectively; the combined LUX
WS2013+WS2014–16 limit curve is power constrained at the
–1� level. Also shown are limits from XENON100 [44] (red),
DarkSide-50 [45] (orange), and PandaX-II [46] (purple). The
expected spectrum of coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering by
8B solar neutrinos can be fit by a WIMP model as in [47],
plotted here as a black dot. Parameters favored by SUSY
CMSSM [48] before this result are indicated as dark and light
gray (1– and 2–�) filled regions.

nucleon cross sections at each value of WIMP mass.
Nuclear-recoil energy spectra for the WIMP signal are
derived from a standard Maxwellian velocity distribution
with v0 = 220 km/s, vesc = 544 km/s, ⇢0 = 0.3GeV/cm3,
average Earth velocity of 245 km/s, and a Helm form fac-
tor. Detector response nuisance parameters, describing
all non-negligible systematic uncertainties in the signal
and background models, are listed with their constraints
and observed fit values in Table I. Systematic variation of

TABLE I. Model parameters in the best fit to WS2014–16
data for an example 50GeV c�2 WIMP mass. Constraints
are Gaussian with means and standard deviations indicated.
Fitted event counts are after cuts and analysis thresholds.

Parameter Constraint Fit Value

Lindhard k [11] 0.174± 0.006 -

Low-z-origin � counts 94± 19 99± 14

Other � counts 511± 77 590± 34

� counts 468± 140 499± 39
8B counts 0.16± 0.03 0.16± 0.03

PTFE surface counts 14± 5 12± 3

Random coincidence counts 1.3± 0.4 1.6± 0.3

LUX Final Result
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accidental coincidences, facc, is taken to be separable,
that is, facc(S1, log10S2) = f1(S1) ⇥ f2(log10 S2). The
individual di↵erential rates of isolated S1 pulses (f1) and
isolated S2 pulses (f2) are measured from WIMP-search
data. Because of their uncorrelated nature, these events
are modeled as uniform in {xS2, yS2, zS2}.

A protocol for blinding the data to potential NR
WIMP signatures, to reduce analysis bias, began on De-
cember 8th, 2014 and was carried through the end of
the exposure. Artificial WIMP-like events (“salt”) were
manufactured from sequestered 3H calibration data and
introduced into the data at an early stage in the data
pipeline, uniform in time and position within the fiducial
volume. Individual S1 and S2 waveforms from this data
set were paired to form events consistent with a nuclear
recoil S2 vs S1 distribution. Some S2-only salt events
were added as well. The nuclear recoil energy distribu-
tion of these events had both an exponential (WIMP-
like) and flat component. The four parameters describing
these distributions (the exponential slope, the flat popu-
lation’s end point, the total rate, and the relative ratio of
exponential vs. flat rates) were chosen at random within
loose constraints and were unknown to the data analyz-
ers. The salt event trigger times were sequestered by an
individual outside the LUX collaboration until formally
requested for unblinding, after defining the data selection
criteria, e�ciencies, and PLR models.

Following the removal of salt events, two populations
of pathological S1+S2 accidental coincidence events were
identified in which the S1 pulse topologies were anoma-
lous. In the first of these rare topologies, ⇠80% of the
collected S1 light is confined to a single PMT, located in
the edge of the top PMT array. This light distribution
is inconsistent with S1 light produced in the liquid, but
is consistent with light produced outside the field cage
and leaking into the TPC. A loose cut on the maximum
single PMT waveform area as a fraction of the total S1
waveform area is tuned on ER and NR calibrations to
have >99% flat signal acceptance. The second popula-
tion of anomalous events also features a highly clustered
S1 response in the top array, as well as a longer S1 pulse
shape than typical of liquid interactions; these pulses are
consistent with scintillation from energy deposited in the
gaseous xenon. A loose cut on the fraction of detected
S1 light occurring in the first 120 ns of the pulse is simi-
larly tuned on ER and NR calibration data to have >99%
signal acceptance across all energies. These two cuts, de-
veloped and applied after unblinding, feature very high
signal acceptance, are tuned solely on calibration data,
and only eliminate events that clearly do not arise from
interactions in the liquid.

The result presented here includes the application of
these two postunblinding cuts, and additionally includes
31.82 live days of nonblinded data, collected at the be-
ginning of the WS2014–16 exposure before the start of
the blinding protocol.

WIMP signal hypotheses are tested with a PLR statis-
tic as in [9], scanning over spin-independent WIMP-
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FIG. 3. Upper limits on the spin-independent elastic WIMP-
nucleon cross section at 90% C.L. The solid gray curves show
the exclusion curves from LUX WS2013 (95 live days) [9] and
LUX WS2014–16 (332 live days, this work). These two data
sets are combined to give the full LUX exclusion curve in
solid black (“LUX WS2013+WS2014–16”). The 1– and 2–�
ranges of background-only trials for this combined result are
shown in green and yellow, respectively; the combined LUX
WS2013+WS2014–16 limit curve is power constrained at the
–1� level. Also shown are limits from XENON100 [44] (red),
DarkSide-50 [45] (orange), and PandaX-II [46] (purple). The
expected spectrum of coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering by
8B solar neutrinos can be fit by a WIMP model as in [47],
plotted here as a black dot. Parameters favored by SUSY
CMSSM [48] before this result are indicated as dark and light
gray (1– and 2–�) filled regions.

nucleon cross sections at each value of WIMP mass.
Nuclear-recoil energy spectra for the WIMP signal are
derived from a standard Maxwellian velocity distribution
with v0 = 220 km/s, vesc = 544 km/s, ⇢0 = 0.3GeV/cm3,
average Earth velocity of 245 km/s, and a Helm form fac-
tor. Detector response nuisance parameters, describing
all non-negligible systematic uncertainties in the signal
and background models, are listed with their constraints
and observed fit values in Table I. Systematic variation of

TABLE I. Model parameters in the best fit to WS2014–16
data for an example 50GeV c�2 WIMP mass. Constraints
are Gaussian with means and standard deviations indicated.
Fitted event counts are after cuts and analysis thresholds.

Parameter Constraint Fit Value

Lindhard k [11] 0.174± 0.006 -

Low-z-origin � counts 94± 19 99± 14

Other � counts 511± 77 590± 34

� counts 468± 140 499± 39
8B counts 0.16± 0.03 0.16± 0.03

PTFE surface counts 14± 5 12± 3

Random coincidence counts 1.3± 0.4 1.6± 0.3
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the electric field models in the 16 exposure segments, con-
strained within the uncertainties of the 3H-based NEST
model fits, results in negligible (<4%) change in pro-
jected sensitivity. The likelihood is the product of terms
for the full (signal plus background) PDF evaluated at
each event, a Poisson term for the observed number of
events, and the set of Gaussian constraints. The field-
dependence of the detector response is included by treat-
ing the date bins as separate exposures, with detector
response variation in drift time included in the date-bin-
specific {S1, S2, rS2, �S2, zS2} PDFs.

The data are in good agreement with the background-
only model, having a PLR p value of 0.39 at 100GeV c�2.
Goodness of fit is also assessed by Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests for PDF projections in the five observables, which
each return p > 0.6. We present the 90% C.L. upper
limit on cross section versus mass in Fig. 3, as the gray
curve labeled “LUX WS2014–16”. It has a minimum
of 2.2 ⇥ 10�46 cm2 at 50 GeV c�2, corresponding to 4.2
expected signal events. Compared to WS2013 [9], new
WIMP parameter space is excluded at all masses above
7 GeV c�2, with a fourfold improvement in sensitivity for
all masses above 80GeV c�2.

In addition to the exclusion limit from WS2014–16
data alone, we also perform an analysis which combines
the WS2014–16 data with those of WS2013. This com-
bined analysis is done by joining the event-level data sets
themselves, and not by combining exclusion curves. This
is an important point, because the published WS2013
exclusion curve in [9] (also shown in Figure 3) is power
constrained, due to a significant downward fluctuation in
the background in that data set. Therefore the combined
sensitivity is better than what might naively be expected
by considering the published exclusion curves alone. The
data sets are combined by treating WS2013 as a 17th
exposure segment. Since each exposure segment is given
its own response, signal, and background models, this
method simplifies the combination of the two data sets
which have important di↵erences. First, WS2013 data
and models use two spatial coordinates while WS2014–
16 uses three. Second, the spatial coordinates of WS2013
are corrected for nonvertical electron drifts, which is not
done in WS2014–16 models and data. Third, the WS2013
background model includes a component from 127Xe,
which had decayed away by the start of WS2014–16. Re-
sponse, signal, and background models for this WS2013
exposure segment are carried over unchanged from [9].
Nuisance parameters described in Table I are treated as
independent between WS2013 and WS2014–16, with the
exception of the Lindhard k parameter. We conserva-
tively apply a power constraint [49] at the �1� extent
of the projected sensitivity in order to avoid excluding
cross sections for which the sensitivity is unreasonably

enhanced through chance background fluctuation. The
combined 90% C.L. upper limit is shown as the thick
black curve in Fig. 3 labeled ‘LUX WS2013+WS2014–
16’. This combined exclusion limit reaches a minimum
of 1.1 ⇥ 10�46 cm2 at 50GeV c�2, corresponding to an
expected 3.2 signal events. This significant advance has
newly tested some of the most favored WIMP param-
eter space, including models consistent with the SUSY
CMSSM as plotted in Fig. 3.
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accidental coincidences, facc, is taken to be separable,
that is, facc(S1, log10S2) = f1(S1) ⇥ f2(log10 S2). The
individual di↵erential rates of isolated S1 pulses (f1) and
isolated S2 pulses (f2) are measured from WIMP-search
data. Because of their uncorrelated nature, these events
are modeled as uniform in {xS2, yS2, zS2}.

A protocol for blinding the data to potential NR
WIMP signatures, to reduce analysis bias, began on De-
cember 8th, 2014 and was carried through the end of
the exposure. Artificial WIMP-like events (“salt”) were
manufactured from sequestered 3H calibration data and
introduced into the data at an early stage in the data
pipeline, uniform in time and position within the fiducial
volume. Individual S1 and S2 waveforms from this data
set were paired to form events consistent with a nuclear
recoil S2 vs S1 distribution. Some S2-only salt events
were added as well. The nuclear recoil energy distribu-
tion of these events had both an exponential (WIMP-
like) and flat component. The four parameters describing
these distributions (the exponential slope, the flat popu-
lation’s end point, the total rate, and the relative ratio of
exponential vs. flat rates) were chosen at random within
loose constraints and were unknown to the data analyz-
ers. The salt event trigger times were sequestered by an
individual outside the LUX collaboration until formally
requested for unblinding, after defining the data selection
criteria, e�ciencies, and PLR models.

Following the removal of salt events, two populations
of pathological S1+S2 accidental coincidence events were
identified in which the S1 pulse topologies were anoma-
lous. In the first of these rare topologies, ⇠80% of the
collected S1 light is confined to a single PMT, located in
the edge of the top PMT array. This light distribution
is inconsistent with S1 light produced in the liquid, but
is consistent with light produced outside the field cage
and leaking into the TPC. A loose cut on the maximum
single PMT waveform area as a fraction of the total S1
waveform area is tuned on ER and NR calibrations to
have >99% flat signal acceptance. The second popula-
tion of anomalous events also features a highly clustered
S1 response in the top array, as well as a longer S1 pulse
shape than typical of liquid interactions; these pulses are
consistent with scintillation from energy deposited in the
gaseous xenon. A loose cut on the fraction of detected
S1 light occurring in the first 120 ns of the pulse is simi-
larly tuned on ER and NR calibration data to have >99%
signal acceptance across all energies. These two cuts, de-
veloped and applied after unblinding, feature very high
signal acceptance, are tuned solely on calibration data,
and only eliminate events that clearly do not arise from
interactions in the liquid.

The result presented here includes the application of
these two postunblinding cuts, and additionally includes
31.82 live days of nonblinded data, collected at the be-
ginning of the WS2014–16 exposure before the start of
the blinding protocol.

WIMP signal hypotheses are tested with a PLR statis-
tic as in [9], scanning over spin-independent WIMP-
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FIG. 3. Upper limits on the spin-independent elastic WIMP-
nucleon cross section at 90% C.L. The solid gray curves show
the exclusion curves from LUX WS2013 (95 live days) [9] and
LUX WS2014–16 (332 live days, this work). These two data
sets are combined to give the full LUX exclusion curve in
solid black (“LUX WS2013+WS2014–16”). The 1– and 2–�
ranges of background-only trials for this combined result are
shown in green and yellow, respectively; the combined LUX
WS2013+WS2014–16 limit curve is power constrained at the
–1� level. Also shown are limits from XENON100 [44] (red),
DarkSide-50 [45] (orange), and PandaX-II [46] (purple). The
expected spectrum of coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering by
8B solar neutrinos can be fit by a WIMP model as in [47],
plotted here as a black dot. Parameters favored by SUSY
CMSSM [48] before this result are indicated as dark and light
gray (1– and 2–�) filled regions.

nucleon cross sections at each value of WIMP mass.
Nuclear-recoil energy spectra for the WIMP signal are
derived from a standard Maxwellian velocity distribution
with v0 = 220 km/s, vesc = 544 km/s, ⇢0 = 0.3GeV/cm3,
average Earth velocity of 245 km/s, and a Helm form fac-
tor. Detector response nuisance parameters, describing
all non-negligible systematic uncertainties in the signal
and background models, are listed with their constraints
and observed fit values in Table I. Systematic variation of

TABLE I. Model parameters in the best fit to WS2014–16
data for an example 50GeV c�2 WIMP mass. Constraints
are Gaussian with means and standard deviations indicated.
Fitted event counts are after cuts and analysis thresholds.

Parameter Constraint Fit Value

Lindhard k [11] 0.174± 0.006 -

Low-z-origin � counts 94± 19 99± 14

Other � counts 511± 77 590± 34

� counts 468± 140 499± 39
8B counts 0.16± 0.03 0.16± 0.03

PTFE surface counts 14± 5 12± 3

Random coincidence counts 1.3± 0.4 1.6± 0.3

LUX Final Result
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FIG. 3: Background model in the fiducial mass in a reference
region between the NR median and �2� quantile in cS2b,
projected onto cS1. Solid lines show that the expected number
of events from individual components listed in Table I; the
labels match the abbreviations shown in the table. The dotted
black line Total shows the total background model, the dotted
red line WIMP shows an m = 50 GeV/c2, � = 10�46cm2

WIMP signal for comparison.
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FIG. 4: The spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross sec-
tion limits as a function of WIMP mass at 90% confidence
level (black) for this run of XENON1T. In green and yellow
are the 1- and 2� sensitivity bands. Results from LUX [27]
(red), PandaX-II [28] (brown), and XENON100 [23] (gray)
are shown for reference.

this, and therefore assume their rate is proportional to
the ER rate, at 0.10+0.10

�0.07 events based on the outliers ob-
served in the 220Rn calibration data. The physical origin
of these events is under investigation.

The WIMP search data in a predefined signal box was
blinded (99% of ERs were accessible) until the event se-
lection and the fiducial mass boundaries were finalized.
We performed a staged unblinding, starting with an ex-
posure of 4 live days distributed evenly throughout the
search period. No changes to either the event selection
or background types were made at any stage.

A total of 63 events in the 34.2-day dark matter
search data pass the selection criteria and are within the
cS12 [3, 70] PE, cS2b 2 [50, 8000] PE search region used
in the likelihood analysis (Fig. 2c). None are within
10 ms of a muon veto trigger. The data is compatible
with the ER energy spectrum in [9] and implies an ER
rate of (1.93 ± 0.25) ⇥ 10�4 events/(kg⇥ day⇥ keVee),
compatible with our prediction of (2.3 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�4

events/(kg⇥ day⇥ keVee) [9] updated with the lower Kr
concentration measured in the current science run. This
is the lowest ER background ever achieved in such a dark
matter experiment. A single event far from the bulk
distribution was observed at cS1 = 68.0 PE in the ini-
tial 4-day unblinding stage. This appears to be a bona
fide event, though its location in (cS1, cS2b) (see Fig. 2c)
is extreme for all WIMP signal models and background
models other than anomalous leakage and accidental co-
incidence. One event at cS1 = 26.7 PE is at the �2.4�
ER quantile.

For the statistical interpretation of the results, we
use an extended unbinned profile likelihood test statis-
tic in (cS1, cS2b). We propagate the uncertainties on
the most significant shape parameters (two for NR, two
for ER) inferred from the posteriors of the calibration
fits to the likelihood. The uncertainties on the rate of
each background component mentioned above are also
included. The likelihood ratio distribution is approxi-
mated by its asymptotic distribution [25]; preliminary
toy Monte Carlo checks show the e↵ect on the exclusion
significance of this conventional approximation is well
within the result’s statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties. To account for mismodeling of the ER background,
we also calculated the limit using the procedure in [26],
which yields a similar result.

The data is consistent with the background-only hy-
pothesis. Fig. 4 shows the 90% confidence level upper
limit on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross sec-
tion, power constrained at the �1� level of the sensitivity
band [29]. The final limit is within 10% of the uncon-
strained limit for all WIMP masses. For the WIMP en-
ergy spectrum we assume a standard isothermal WIMP
halo with v0 = 220 km/s, ⇢DM = 0.3 GeV/cm3, vesc =
544 km/s, and the Helm form factor for the nuclear
cross section [30]. No light and charge emission is as-
sumed for WIMPs below 1 keV recoil energy. For all
WIMP masses, the background-only hypothesis provides
the best fit, with none of the nuisance parameters rep-
resenting the uncertainties discussed above deviating ap-
preciably from their nominal values. Our results improve
upon the previously strongest spin-independent WIMP
limit for masses above 10 GeV/c2. Our strongest exclu-
sion limit is for 35-GeV/c2 WIMPs, at 7.7 ⇥ 10�47cm2.

These first results demonstrate that XENON1T has
the lowest low-energy background level ever achieved by
a dark matter experiment. The sensitivity of XENON1T
is the best to date above 20 GeV/c2, up to twice the
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projected onto cS1. Solid lines show that the expected number
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labels match the abbreviations shown in the table. The dotted
black line Total shows the total background model, the dotted
red line WIMP shows an m = 50 GeV/c2, � = 10�46cm2
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(red), PandaX-II [28] (brown), and XENON100 [23] (gray)
are shown for reference.

this, and therefore assume their rate is proportional to
the ER rate, at 0.10+0.10

�0.07 events based on the outliers ob-
served in the 220Rn calibration data. The physical origin
of these events is under investigation.

The WIMP search data in a predefined signal box was
blinded (99% of ERs were accessible) until the event se-
lection and the fiducial mass boundaries were finalized.
We performed a staged unblinding, starting with an ex-
posure of 4 live days distributed evenly throughout the
search period. No changes to either the event selection
or background types were made at any stage.

A total of 63 events in the 34.2-day dark matter
search data pass the selection criteria and are within the
cS12 [3, 70] PE, cS2b 2 [50, 8000] PE search region used
in the likelihood analysis (Fig. 2c). None are within
10 ms of a muon veto trigger. The data is compatible
with the ER energy spectrum in [9] and implies an ER
rate of (1.93 ± 0.25) ⇥ 10�4 events/(kg⇥ day⇥ keVee),
compatible with our prediction of (2.3 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�4

events/(kg⇥ day⇥ keVee) [9] updated with the lower Kr
concentration measured in the current science run. This
is the lowest ER background ever achieved in such a dark
matter experiment. A single event far from the bulk
distribution was observed at cS1 = 68.0 PE in the ini-
tial 4-day unblinding stage. This appears to be a bona
fide event, though its location in (cS1, cS2b) (see Fig. 2c)
is extreme for all WIMP signal models and background
models other than anomalous leakage and accidental co-
incidence. One event at cS1 = 26.7 PE is at the �2.4�
ER quantile.

For the statistical interpretation of the results, we
use an extended unbinned profile likelihood test statis-
tic in (cS1, cS2b). We propagate the uncertainties on
the most significant shape parameters (two for NR, two
for ER) inferred from the posteriors of the calibration
fits to the likelihood. The uncertainties on the rate of
each background component mentioned above are also
included. The likelihood ratio distribution is approxi-
mated by its asymptotic distribution [25]; preliminary
toy Monte Carlo checks show the e↵ect on the exclusion
significance of this conventional approximation is well
within the result’s statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties. To account for mismodeling of the ER background,
we also calculated the limit using the procedure in [26],
which yields a similar result.

The data is consistent with the background-only hy-
pothesis. Fig. 4 shows the 90% confidence level upper
limit on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross sec-
tion, power constrained at the �1� level of the sensitivity
band [29]. The final limit is within 10% of the uncon-
strained limit for all WIMP masses. For the WIMP en-
ergy spectrum we assume a standard isothermal WIMP
halo with v0 = 220 km/s, ⇢DM = 0.3 GeV/cm3, vesc =
544 km/s, and the Helm form factor for the nuclear
cross section [30]. No light and charge emission is as-
sumed for WIMPs below 1 keV recoil energy. For all
WIMP masses, the background-only hypothesis provides
the best fit, with none of the nuisance parameters rep-
resenting the uncertainties discussed above deviating ap-
preciably from their nominal values. Our results improve
upon the previously strongest spin-independent WIMP
limit for masses above 10 GeV/c2. Our strongest exclu-
sion limit is for 35-GeV/c2 WIMPs, at 7.7 ⇥ 10�47cm2.

These first results demonstrate that XENON1T has
the lowest low-energy background level ever achieved by
a dark matter experiment. The sensitivity of XENON1T
is the best to date above 20 GeV/c2, up to twice the
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6.3. Dark matter limit setting
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Figure 6.9: XENON1T first science run limit and sensitivity, expressed in
expected number of WIMP events in the run. Solid lines show the limit,
dashed lines the median sensitivity, and dotted lines the mean sensitivity (in
log10 cross-section). Line colour indicates whether the computation uses the
asymptotic distribution of the test statistic (black) or the distribution inferred
from repeated Monte Carlo calculation (red). The solid purple line shows the
limit of a background-free counting experiment. Yellow and green bands show
the 2 and 1� sensitivity percentiles, respectively, according to the asymptotic
assumption (as in figure 5.4).

the dashed line; a true 90% confidence limit would be at the intersection with
the solid black line instead, at just under 2 expected events.

For this computation, the complete o�cial XENON1T model was fitted
to each Monte Carlo trial, using all nuisance parameters. For generating
the events, a single model was used, with all nuisance parameters fixed to
their nominal values. The procedure could also be done while varying the
nuisance parameters (at least those for which a reasonable prior is available)
in the generation step. This arguably yields a limit setting method that works
reasonably well if the nuisance parameters are close to the estimated values,
whereas the current procedure leads to a method that is exactly correct (in
the limit of infinite simulation trials) if the nuisance parameters are exactly at
the nominal values (and thus probably still reasonable if the true values are
near).

We can repeat the construction for all WIMP masses, though at low WIMP
masses (m� . 30 GeV/c2) the critical 90% curve (solid black) and observed
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J. Aalbers Thesis: “It is not clear that the asymptotic 
distribution assumption is accurate
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Corrected by hand 
by LUX collaborator



Case 4: COUPP4, 2012
PRD, 90, 079902, Erratum

Erratum: First dark matter search results from a 4-kg CF3I bubble
chamber operated in a deep underground site

[Phys. Rev. D 86, 052001 (2012)]

E. Behnke, J. Behnke, S. J. Brice, D. Broemmelsiek, J. I. Collar, A. Conner, P. S. Cooper, M. Crisler,
C. E. Dahl, D. Fustin, E. Grace, J. Hall, M. Hu, I. Levine, W. H. Lippincott, T. Moan, T. Nania,

E. Ramberg, A. E. Robinson, A. Sonnenschein, M. Szydagis, and E. Vázquez-Jáuregui
(COUPP Collaboration)

(Received 25 September 2014; published 10 October 2014)

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.90.079902 PACS numbers: 29.40.-n, 95.35.+d, 95.30.Cq, 99.10.Cd

In the original publication, we discussed three different data sets taken at different energy thresholds that were then
combined to form final dark matter limits. We have found a mistake in the method used to combine the exposures at
different thresholds. In the corrected result, the limit for a given weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) mass is
determined by the one of the three data sets with the most sensitivity for that WIMP mass in the absence of backgrounds.
The value of the limit at that mass is calculated based on the observed background rate for that data set. Effectively, for low
WIMP masses we use the lowest threshold data (7.8 keV), and at higher masses we use the high threshold data (15.5 keV)
with the largest exposure. This correction results in a lower sensitivity by a factor of 2–3 at high masses compared to the
published version. Corrected Figs. 6 and 7 are shown below.

FIG. 7 (color online). The corrected 90% C.L. limit for spin-independent interactions.

FIG. 6 (color online). The corrected 90% C.L. limit for spin-dependent proton interactions.

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 90, 079902(E) (2014)

1550-7998=2014=90(7)=079902(1) 079902-1 © 2014 American Physical Society
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ports contribute 73% of this rate, the piezoelectric trans-
ducers contribute another 25%, with the remainder pro-
duced by a combination of steel, epoxy and other compo-
nents. These predictions are subject to a systematic un-
certainty of 25% arising from the uncertainties in mate-
rials screening, the MCNP propagation of neutrons, and
from the quoted 18% uncertainty [28] in the results from
SOURCES-4C.
The efficiency with which gamma interactions nucle-

ate bubbles in the detector was measured in situ with
100 µCi 60Co and 1 mCi 133Ba sources placed inside the
water shield. At 7.8 keV threshold both gamma sources
produced an excess of single bubble events, correspond-
ing to bubble nucleation efficiencies for single gamma
interactions from either source of 1.4 × 10−8. No re-
sponse above background was observed at the two higher
thresholds, providing the limits shown in Table I. The
gamma ray flux seen by the chamber with and without
gamma sources was measured by replacing the fused sil-
ica bell jar with a 1.78 kg NaI[Tl] scintillator. Based
on MCNP simulations of the NaI[Tl] and CF3I targets,
the measured background flux in the scintillator corre-
sponds to a rate of gamma interactions in the CF3I of
3.4 × 105 cts/kg/day. Taking the nucleation probability
to be independent of gamma interaction energy, the re-
sulting gamma backgrounds or limits thereon are shown
in Table I. The background from gamma interactions is
∼1/3 the neutron background at 7.8 keV threshold and
negligible at 11.0 and 15.5 keV. The rate of beta de-
cays in the CF3I is unknown. Taking the worst-case sce-
nario of an atmospheric abundance of 14C, the beta-decay
rate and resulting background would be 3 times that for
gamma interactions.

VI. WIMP SEARCH DATA

WIMP search data were accumulated between Novem-
ber 6, 2010, and June 17, 2011, corresponding to a total
exposure of 553.0 kg-days distributed over three different
bubble nucleation thresholds. The total effective expo-
sure for single recoil events given the 79.1% detection
efficiency described above was 437.4 kg-days. Figure 2
shows the AP distribution for all data sets combined,
compared to neutron calibration data. Twenty candidate
nuclear recoil events and three multiple bubble events
were observed, compared to a prediction of 5.3 single nu-
clear recoil events and 2.2 multiple bubble events from
the backgrounds described in Sec. V.
The numbers of counts observed at the three differ-

ent bubble nucleation thresholds are provided in Table II
along with the predicted numbers of counts from the
background simulation. The uncertainty on the Seitz
threshold is calculated by combining our estimated sys-
tematic uncertainties on the temperature (1◦C) and pres-
sure (0.5 psia). The largest exposure was at a threshold
of 15.5 ± 2.3 keV with 394.0 total kg-days of live time.
Including the 79.1% efficiency for detecting single bubble

recoil events, the effective exposure was 311.4 kg-days,
yielding 8 single nuclear recoil events compared to a pre-
diction of 3.5. At this threshold, we observed 1 two-
bubble event (with 100% detection efficiency) compared
to a prediction of 1.0. Because of the generous separation
observed between alpha particles and nuclear recoils in
Fig. 2, and because some of the events can be accounted
for as neutron backgrounds, we do not anticipate that
alpha rejection failure represents a large fraction of the
observed single recoil candidate events in the 15.5-keV
sample. If, however, we interpret all of the 8 events at
the 15.5-keV threshold as alpha discrimination failures,
then based on 1733 tagged alpha decays we derive a 90%
C.L. upper limit on the binomial probability of an alpha
decay registering in the nuclear recoil signal region to be
< 0.7%.

Shorter exposures at 7.8 ± 1.1- and 11.0 ± 1.6-keV
thresholds yielded 6 single nuclear recoil events each in
70.6 and 88.5 total kg-days, respectively. Two three-
bubble events were observed during the 11-keV exposure.
The observed single recoil rates at lower threshold are
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The 90% C.L. limit for this result is
shown in blue, interpreting all 20 observed single recoil events
as WIMP candidates with no background subtraction. The
band represents the systematic uncertainty in the bubble nu-
cleation efficiency of fluorine recoils (see Sec. IV). A previ-
ous COUPP result [8] is shown for comparison. The direct
detection limit from the PICASSO experiment is shown in
cyan [32], as well as a controversial limit from the SIMPLE
experiment in dark green [33, 34]. Limits on neutralino anni-
hilation in the sun from the IceCube [35], magenta, and Super
Kamiokande [36], black, neutrino observatories are also plot-
ted. The indirect detection limits from the neutrino observa-
tions have additional dependence on the branching fractions
of the annihilation products. Also shown are limits from col-
lider searches by CDF [37] and CMS [38]. The two limits from
CDF take an effective field theory (valid for a heavy media-
tor) and a modified theory for a 100 GeV mediator. The CMS
limits use an effective field theory. The gold region indicates
favored regions in cMSSM [39].
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In the original publication, we discussed three different data sets taken at different energy thresholds that were then
combined to form final dark matter limits. We have found a mistake in the method used to combine the exposures at
different thresholds. In the corrected result, the limit for a given weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) mass is
determined by the one of the three data sets with the most sensitivity for that WIMP mass in the absence of backgrounds.
The value of the limit at that mass is calculated based on the observed background rate for that data set. Effectively, for low
WIMP masses we use the lowest threshold data (7.8 keV), and at higher masses we use the high threshold data (15.5 keV)
with the largest exposure. This correction results in a lower sensitivity by a factor of 2–3 at high masses compared to the
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FIG. 7 (color online). The corrected 90% C.L. limit for spin-independent interactions.

FIG. 6 (color online). The corrected 90% C.L. limit for spin-dependent proton interactions.
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Erratum

• I had combined results from three different runs incorrectly 
• I did not intentionally do this - but the fact that we were better than 

SIMPLE would possibly have led me not to cross check as thoroughly 
as if it had been reversed 

• This does not address the “band” that was an attempt (incorrect as it 
turns out) to represent uncertainty on our efficiency



Bias Mitigation

• Two good talks from M. E. Monzani and B. Loer on bias mitigation in 
analysis 

• Maybe we could “blind” what statistical choices we make… 
• “Upon unblinding, we discovered that we had used the CLs statistic 

with an alpha of 0.05”



Bias Mitigation

• Two good talks from M. E. Monzani and B. Loer on bias mitigation in 
analysis 

• Maybe we could “blind” what statistical choices we make… 
• “Upon unblinding, we discovered that we had used the CLs statistic 

with an alpha of 0.05”

But seriously, how to mitigate?
• Limit the number of choices to be made -> white paper?  
• Discuss our methods as much as possible 
• Publish likelihood, publish tests, publish nuisance parameters 

(possible recommendation of white paper?) 
• New developments are immediately treated with suspicion - “are 

they going to do better with a trick?” 
• Discussion of the “safeguard term” here was great



Discovery
• The goal is to discover dark matter, not set limits 
• Statistical techniques help make absolutely sure we don’t miss 

something 
• In a likely case where you need to build another detector to verify/

increase significance, they help provide the motivation

N. Wardle
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Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event?  

Outlook

29 

➢ 0νββ decay is a portal to new physics and 
experiments aim to be background-free
➢ claim a discovery based on a single event

➢ Search for a peak with background still poses 
challenges in the “Deep Poisson” regime:
➢ popular asymptotic methods are not valid
➢ test statistic distributions might depend on 

nuisance parameters
➢ data set definition not trivial

➢ Important to shift focus towards a discovery 
analysis and define in advance how to deal with 
the background modeling systematics

M. Agostini (TU Munich)

M. Agostino



Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event?  

Systematic Uncertainties

➢ Statistical uncertainty can affect the result 
by a factor 2 or 3

➢ Systematic uncertainties typically affect the 
result by ≲10%

➢ Accounted by nuisance parameters and 
pull terms (auxiliary data) or priors 

➢ Sources:
➢ background modeling
➢ energy scale and resolution
➢ signal detection efficiency (active 

volume & analysis cuts)

➢

25 M. Agostini (TU Munich)

Background modeling is troublesome in case of 
a discovery based on 1 single event:

➢ Gas/Liquid detectors 
➢ complicated background modeling
➢ all components considered?
➢ shapes correct within uncertainties?

➢ Solid state detectors
➢ granular design -> many pixels
➢ is background homogenous?
➢ how to create data sets?



Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event? 
• Similar issues in the presence of backgrounds 

• Need background (and signal) model that you trust  

12Belina von Krosigk
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Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event? 
• Similar issues in the presence of backgrounds 

• Need background (and signal) model that you trust  

The issue of modelling ionization

Daniel Durnford              PHYSTAT 2019         ����

&_�_���_FOR_IONIZATION
�_'AUSSIAN_NOISE
WITH_ͷ_�_���

'AUSSIAN_WITH_SAME
ोEFFECTIVE_&ौ

0RIMARY_IONIZATION_MUST_BE
MODELLED_DIRECTLY_WHEN_^�
IONIZATION_IS_EXPECTED

7E_NEED_A_DISCRETE_DISTRIBUTION�

At high energies, it is valid to fold ionization fluctuations in with resolution effects (i.e.
baseline noise), to give an overall model with an effective F

D. Durnford



Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event? 
• Similar issues in the presence of backgrounds 

• Need background (and signal) model that you trust  

T. Pollmann | PHYSTAT-DM 2019
�19

Or use an 'effective model' 
For approximately flat spectra and monotonic resolution function:

The backgrounds in the detector are usually not mono-
energetic, so build a sum over the contributions from all 
energies to a given TotalPE slice.

R(f; Nt) = ΣE T(E) ∘ NE(Nt) ∘ Nt ∘PE’(f; Nt)

R(f; Nt) = Fully correlated Hinkley function  (with arbitrary 'width' parameters) 
= Gamma distribution ⊙ Gaussian

T. Pollman



Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event? 
• Similar issues in the presence of backgrounds 

• Need background (and signal) model that you trust  

Future of backgrounds in one word

11
11

..from the depths of the internet

Robert Calkins PHYSTAT Dark Matter 2019/Crystal detectors August 1, 2019 18 / 19

R. Calkins



Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event? 
• Similar issues in the presence of backgrounds 

• Need background (and signal) model that you trust  

In the background problem...

We can exploit the skew-G density model and write

fb(x)| {z }
true

(unknown) bkg

= gb(x)| {z }
postulated

bkg

d(Gb(x);Gb,Fb)| {z }
comparison

density

(6)
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fb(x) − true bkg
gb(x) − postulated bkg
f̂b(x) − estimated bkg

We then obtain the LP skew density
estimator f̂b(x) of fb(x) as discussed
in the previous slide.

)Q1 (Modelling)

S. Algeri (UMN) PHYSTAT-DM, 2019 10 / 27



Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event? 
• Similar issues in the presence of backgrounds 

• Need background (and signal) model that you trust  

Highlights importance of calibration!



Discovery
• How do we convince ourselves and others that we have seen a real 

signal?  
• Claim discovery based on single event? 
• Similar issues in the presence of backgrounds 

• Need background (and signal) model that you trust   
• How significant is a result? What significance do you need?   
• Nuisance parameters

THE DANGERS OF NUISANCE PARAMETERS

When the number of nuisance parameters is appreciable (relative to
the number of independent observations), profile maximum likelihood
typically produces severely biased estimators of interest parameters
(Bartlett, 1937)a.

There are comparable di�culties with Bayesian inference based on
high-dimensional flat priors.

aIn Bartlett’s example, direct interpretation of the likelihood tells you that you are
almost certain that the interest parameter is very close to half its true value.

H. Battey
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• Need background (and signal) model that you trust   
• How significant is a result? What significance do you need?   
• Nuisance parameters 
• Asymptotic approximations (we will MC as long as we can) 
• Look elsewhere effect

The physics problem

We would like to detect the signal of a new particle/astronomical

source/astrophysical phenomenon BUT we do not known its location.
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SEARCH SURPRISE IMPACT LEE SYSTEMATICS No. σ

Higgs search Medium Very high M Medium 5
Single top No Low No No 3
SUSY Yes Very high Very large Yes 7
Bs oscillations Medium/Low Medium Δm No 4

Neutrino  osc Medium High sin22ϑ, Δm2 No 4

BsÆ μ μ No Low/Medium No Medium 3

Pentaquark Yes High/V. high M, decay 
mode

Medium 7

(g-2)μ anom Yes High No Yes 4
H spin ≠ 0 Yes High No Medium 5
4th gen q, l, ν Yes High M, mode No 6
Dark energy Yes Very high Strength Yes 5
Grav Waves No High Enormous Yes 8
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Suggestions to provoke discussion, rather than `delivered on Mt. Sinai’
How would you rate  ‘Dark Matter’?
Bob Cousins: “2 independent expts each with 3.5σ better than one expt with 5σ”

How many V’s for discovery?



Final thoughts

• This is fun (in doses) 

• I’ve enjoyed debating power constraints, Bayes v. Frequentist, 
background modeling techniques, etc at all the breaks 

• 50 years from now, no one will remember who had the best limit 

• There's an opportunity right now to re-standardize to try to remove 
some of the unnecessary variation 

• LZ and XENON1T are on board (at least those of us in the room) 

• Low mass searches are still new, but not starting from scratch 

• Already facing background difficulties, intense competition 

• Could lead to future combinations to increase sensitivity



Many thanks

History of PHYSTAT-DM 
• After initial discussion (Hugh+) Æ good idea to 

converge on a few statistical choices to 
facilitate inter-experiment comparison. 

• Broader discussion under the auspices of 
PHYSTAT conference series 
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Many thanks
• Heather Battey, Imperial College 

• Sara Algeri, University of Minnesota 

• Alessandra Brazzale, University of Padua

Conclusions
Resources:

Software exists:     e.g. RooStats
Books exist: Barlow, Cowan, James, Lista, Lyons, Roe,…..

`Data Analysis in HEP: A Practical Guide to   
Statistical Methods’ , Behnke et al. 

PDG sections on Prob, Statistics, Monte Carlo
CMS and ATLAS have Statistics Committees (and BaBar and CDF earlier) –
see their websites.
Neutrino expts might go for combined Statistics Committee. Is that 
appropriate for direct DM experiments?

Before re-inventing the wheel, try to see if Statisticians have already found 
a solution to your statistics analysis problem. 
Don’t use your square wheel if a circular one already exists.

“Good luck”
43
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LZ @ SURF (USA)
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